
Lesson Plan #1: Reading Intervention 
	
Content: (Topic) 
 
Introductions – Running Record – Shared Book 
Reading  

Name: Sarah Reimer    
Date: October 24th, 2016 
Focal Child: S.  
 

Outcomes:  
 
Outcome: AR6.2 

Appraise own viewing, listening, reading, 
representing, speaking, and writing skills and 
strategies, and set goals for improvement 

Indicators:  
 

a. Reflect on speaking, writing, and 
other representing strategies used 
including relating work to criteria 
(e.g., a rubric), identifying what 
worked during the process, 
responding to feedback, setting 
realistic goals, and taking steps 
toward achieving goals. 

Rationale: Outcome 
 
I chose this outcome because together we would 
be creating goals for the student through their 
own reading and listening skills.  
 

Rationale: Indicator 
 
I chose this indicator because the student 
would be able to reflect with me on some 
areas that would be good to focus on in our 
lessons together.  
 

Materials Needed/Preparation 
 

• Fountas and Pinnell levelled book (Dog Stories – Level L – Fiction) 
• Running record for levelled book 
• Running Record guide/legend  
• Books for the student to read aloud to me for pleasure 

o Just the Two of Us by Will Smith 
o Mighty Max by Harriet Ziefert 

• Books for me to read to my student for pleasure 
o When I Get Older: The story behind ‘Wavin’ Flag’ by K’naan 

 



Book Choice Rationale 
 
I decided to choose the book, “Just the Two of Us” by Will Smith because it is a book that 
represents diversity and shows strong male characters to inspire my student about concepts like 
dignity, character, and courage. I also chose the book “Might Max” by Harriet Ziefert because I 
had asked my student’s classroom teacher what his interests were and one of his favourite 
things is Superman. I wanted my focal student to be excited about reading and help him to 
continue seeing reading as a fun, pleasurable experience through the Superman themed book, 
but I also followed up with the book written by Will Smith in order to broaden my student’s 
knowledge and experiences and challenging his thinking.  
 
I chose the book “When I Get Older: The story behind ‘Wavin’ Flag’ “ by K’naan because it is 
a book above his reading level which would expose him new vocabulary words in the context 
of a story involving diversity and representations of many different cultures.  
 
Presentation: 
 
Set: 
I brought my student a special pencil for them to have and use when we are together during 
our time on Monday mornings.  

• I introduced myself through conversation and allowed S. to ask some questions about 
me to get to know me better 

• I will also use the Metalinguistic Survey as a way to spark conversation with my focal 
child 

 
Development: 
 
Running record 

• S. will read the book from Fountas and Pinnell while I take a running record 
• Book: “Dog Stories” Level L – Fiction 
• I will explain to my student that I was going to do a running record and that I was just 

writing down some notes for myself so that I could make some really fun learning 
activities for us to work on in the weeks following that we had to read together 

 
Reading for pleasure: Student reads to me 

• I will show my students the books that I have brought for my them to read 
• I will give my student the option to choose which book they would like to read 
• I will first preview the book with him, going through the title, illustrator, front cover, 

and back cover together 

Closure:  
 
Reading for pleasure: I read to the student  

• I will show the student the book that I brought to read to them 
• I will read the book to S.  
• I will give the student time to point out the illustrations in the book and to ask 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



questions, taking time reading the story and not rushing through it 
 

Rationale: Set 
 
I chose to design the tracker as my set because it was a way for me to interact and have a 
conversation with my focal child without any pressure or expectations at the start. It was a way 
for me to begin building a relationship with him and to show him that I care about him and his 
interests along with his reading and his reading development. We also began be reviewing the 
concepts of the print such as the front and back cover in order to engaged my student in the 
conventions that govern how the text is presented.  
 
Rationale: Development 
 
I implemented a running record assessment so that I could see where my student was at and 
create an analysis of it in order to create lesson plans that draw on and further the strengths of the 
student, as well as implementing activities that work to develop the child’s reading in areas 
where they are striving.  
 
Rationale: Closure 
 
It is important for the student to have lots of opportunities to read for pleasure so that their 
development in reading can be a fun and enjoyable experience for them.  
 


